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Textures in oxides 

1, 2 and 3. Over the Corrosion Texture AK8040, primed and 
then painted in oxide with enamel washes AK4113 and AK4111 
(1), we apply in dry with the pencil Smoke AK10003 deep oxide 
marks at different points of the surface (2), and then, with the 
pencil Olive Green AK10006 wet and with a brush, close to the 
oxides areas, we make stains of verdigris and dirt, something 
that brings a lot of realism to the sheet of metal and is done 
quite fast (3). 

Marks on plates

4. On the plates, we often find chalk or paint marks that are 
used to make cuts or for other purposes. Replicating these is 
quite realistic using the White AK10004 pencil, dry and well 
sharpened. The result is impressive.

Edge painting

5. The so-called "Edge Highlight" is easy to do dry with the 
side of the pencil lead well sharpened, choosing a lighter 
color than the one we have as a base. This can even be done 
on figures. In this case, Light Blue pencil AK10023 over AK1051 
Blue Berets spray primer. 

Hello everyone, today in this short section we are going to address the use of 
Weathering Pencils, a tool unknown to many, but one that is incredibly versatile 
and handy. First, let's know something more about the product. 

AK's Weathering Pencils are specially formulated pencils for our brand, both when talking about the range of colors and in the 
hardness of the lead, this is as soft as it can be without being impossible to be manipulated. There are two types, the metallic ones, 
which are five semi-greasy colors and the other thirty-two, water-soluble to the core and easy to use like a pencil. Due to their size, 
they are ideal to be able to take them on vacation, without taking up much space, to work for a while on the hobby on days when we 
are not going anywhere. They can be used dry and wet, with or without the help of a brush. Let's see just a few examples, where the 
only limits are what we set for ourselves. Everything you want can be simulated with the existing range.
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Applying dust and mud to a vehicle

7, 8, 9, 10 and 11. We begin by applying a layer of AK8040 Corrosion Texture (7) to to the underside of the 
vehicle, after which we prime with the AK1051 Blue Berets spray (8). With a brush dipped in water, we rub the 
tip of the Sand AK10009 pencil until it is full of pigment (9) and we proceed to distribute, sweeping from top 
to bottom, that pigment over the entire side of the vehicle, creating marks of dust dragged by the rain (10). On 
the lower part, where the texture is, we insist with more pigment (11). 

Now, we are going to do techniques that seem 
to be more complex that, with pencils, are 
done in a moment and with a null degree of 
complexity.

Edge damage

6. To simulate scratches on the edges of our vehicles, which are the most exposed areas, we 
can use either a dark oxide color such as Dark Rust AK10013 or, as in this case, simulating an 
alloy vehicle, the color Aluminum AK10033. The scratches look fine and localized, using the 
pencil dry.
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12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. Having that work ready  (12), we can pro-
ceed to dissolve pigment from the Earth Brown AK10028 pencil, this 
time accumulating only in the lower part, where we put the texture 
(13). At the end of the "normal" application, we dissolve with a bigger 
amount of water a little more pigment and speckle with the help of 
a toothpick and the brush. This works well in the lower area as the 
specks can randomly reach many spots. This gives a quite realistic look 
(14). To simulate very dirty and wet mud, first we apply only a little 
pigment from the Rubber AK10002 pencil in the lower part, splashing 
a little of this color as well (15). We will add the grease stains only in 
logical places, with the pigment of the Black AK10001 pencil (16). ). 
When it has dried, we will achieve the damp effect with Glossy Varnish 
AK192 acrylic gloss varnish, depositing this varnish without dragging 
and only a little on the bottom and in the grease (17). The final result is 
quite interesting and you cannot imagine how fast and how simple it 
has been (18). 

Oxidation effects on a sheet of metal

19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25.We spray a sheet of 
plasticard with AK1055 Pretorian Yellow and with a 
sponge, we made some chips with 3rd Generation 
acrylic Grim Brown AK11112. When dry, we rub Dark 
Rust AK10013 pencil in all the low areas with the 
most oxidation on the sheet of metal, but making 
sure it is not uniform (19). With the same color, we 
draw streaks of rust starting from the scratches on 
the sheet of metal  (20). With the color Strong Ocher 
AK10014 we go over dry around the scratches and 
some chips (21). Also with the same color AK10014 
we make streaks from some scratches, it doesn't 
matter that now it looks a bit weird(22). With the 
color Medium Rust AK10012 we finish the streaks 
on the sheet, which by having so much color in rust 
tones acquires more realism (23). We drag our finger 
from top to bottom to blur the work we have done, 
this also helps to fix it on the surface (24). Finished, 
painted in a moment and also with zero difficulty 
(25).
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Weathering of wood

26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34. We take some scale lime wood planks or similar 
and simulate a fence, a wall or whatever we want. We primed the previous work 
with AK1054 Vampire Red spray  (26). We start the wear in dry on the edges with the 
color Light Chipping For Wood AK10016 (27). For the upper area, it is advisable to 
moisten the tip of the pencil a little, to gain more intensity of the pigment (28). We 
diluted a little pigment from the Light Green AK10007 pencil and, on the bottom of 
the boards, we imitated the moss that grows from the humidity of the soil (29). We 
reinforce the moss effect with the color Olive Green AK10006 (30). Over the base 
of the darker green that remains, we sprinkle the light green color AK10007, thus 
imitating lichens that grow on moss (31). With the Strong Ocher AK10014 pencil, we 
sprinkled just a little to imitate lichens of other colors (32). Now the Vivid Orange 
AK10015 pencil will help us to redo a bit of the faded color on some parts of the 
boards (33). In the end, the result is very beautiful and natural with not much work 
(34).
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Nothing more simple and intuitive to use 
than a pencil, we have done it since we 
were children and this tool, adapted to our 
hobby, may be what we needed for a lot of 
effects and paint jobs. In addition, the price 
of the pencils is cheap compared to other 
materials. Do not stop trying them, you will 
see how you will not be able to stop using 
them.
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https://youtu.be/5I3S4-aQPkY
https://youtu.be/6311Cb9jN8s
https://youtu.be/x5bUGIgzdMU
https://youtu.be/LdbOChdTJdY
https://youtu.be/53NrVbztQW4
https://youtu.be/GIpIsaLU6KE
https://youtu.be/T1k7eDzWNL8
https://youtu.be/SM4RvS3vVak
https://youtu.be/kOnq4It14Fc
https://youtu.be/1xvkuYpRILI
https://youtu.be/dhrZ3jAglGo
https://youtu.be/rwL0HUlxPqE
https://youtu.be/g-7EEihcr84
https://youtu.be/pMqpeFXzsWc
https://youtu.be/puYRtv941cE
https://youtu.be/wadpKwWl5_U
https://youtu.be/Hz4IH1krAlU
https://youtu.be/UNn9MEXC1Cs
https://youtu.be/7XUZaOhU_bw

